
GLOUCESTERSHIRE SPIRITUAL DIRECTION TRUST 
Minutes of Trustee Meeting – 18th November 2021 - held on Zoom  

 
Present: Chris Mason, Siobhan Smith, Sarah Richards, Ian Spencer,Anne Solomon,and Ann Morris 
Apologies: Ian Bussell and Jayne Webb 
 
1. The meeting was opened by Chris  
 
2. Minutes of last meeting and matters arising – all matters arising are on the agenda 
 
3. Finance Report – Ann M 

• A summary of accounts was sent out before the meeting – breakdown into administration, list, 
fellowship and course and in grey area on the right of the spreadsheet.   Income and payments 
will increase in 2022.   

• Currently we have £10,400 in the Bank Accounts 
• The annual report to the Charities Commission was prepared to December 2020, recording no 

financial activity. 
 

4. Annual return to Charities Commission: Siobhan submitted this a few days late, as we were not 
expecting to do this until next year – the red mark indicating lateness has been deleted because Covid 
delayed the start of Trust business.  Some amendments were made including dates of birth of Trustees. 
Policies need to be declared in future 
 

5. Policies:  It would be good to have enough work on this done to share at AGM –we can look up the 
Governance Documents produced by the Course with the Holding Group – and maybe other Trustees 
have some experience or access to relevant templates.  Chris will look up the work that was done 
during a Fellowship Day at Harnhill.   
ACTION – Policies needed for different aspects of the Trust’s work eg Risk Management, Vulnerable 
Beneficiaries, Conflicting Interests, Volunteer Management, Complaints/Problem Solving, Code of 
Practice for SDs, Code of Practice for matching SDs and enquirers, Insurance, 
 

6. Course Update – Siobhan S 
• 18 applicants for the 18 places – 15 accepted and 3 awaiting references/interviews – very high 

calibre and with a wide range of spiritualities 
• We are meeting with a potential 5th facilitator – Ellen Starwitz who has recently completed the 

Oxford Carmelite Course and moved to Gloucestershire 
• We still have concerns that both facilitator team and participants are gender weighted – but 

unless men are able to volunteer as facilitators and apply to participate – all we can do is 
acknowledge this plus our desire for a more equable balance.  Spiritually our participants are 
coming from an ever wider experience of faith – Evangelical, Quaker, Baptist, Methodist, 
Contemplative groups, Church Army - with the Anglicans now in the minority 

• We are meeting together as the facilitator team on 24th November at Holland House to finalise 
our plans for the introductory weekend in February 

• Anne and Chris want to affirm the Trustees support for the team stepping out into the 
unknown with this new course – which is a great comfort. 

 
 

7. Ecumenical Community – Chris M reported: 



• One retirement (Angela Fincham) and one new person (Ellen Starwitz).  Chris has now started 
to send a thank you card to those leaving, and welcome meeting on Zoom to those joining, to 
emphasize that the Fellowship is relational – a spark of life and growth. 

• Chris has been having discussions with Nick Helm on the issues around the introduction of 
Searcher and director – where does responsibility lie for safeguarding potential director - Chris 
goes from the form that searchers complete but has no check to confirm their intentions with 
a face-to-face meeting to narrow the margin of risk.  Anne S suggested that if SDs are 
individual practitioners then we are not responsible for their behaviour towards the searcher, 
or for exploring the needs and expectations of the searcher and possible behaviour towards 
the Director.  If we assess the potential searcher, we are accepting in part responsibility and 
liability 

• Therefore we do need to develop a Code of Practice that might include 
i. Who is eligible to join the community? 

ii. How to make the judgement that a searcher is not being assessed or vetted, but that it is 
a legitimate request 

iii.  Sarah suggested a list of possible considerations a director may need to be aware of 
when establishing a new relationship 

iv. Ian added that in other areas it is legitimate to ask for certain health issues to be 
disclosed which could be relevant in direction – hearing or sight problems – access 
needs etc – importance of stressing that SDs are not counsellors or advisors so that 
expectations match 
ACTION: To do further work on a Code of Practice for List Holder and Team 

v. Covid stopped Team discernment to match two names with a searcher – Jo Joy and 
Diane Daymond) – and managing alone can easily become a weighty and burdensome 
activity.  It needs to be an even-handed brokerage system.  Can team activity be 
restarted and even widened to develop a sustainable system 
ACTION: Chris to discuss with Jo and Diane to map a way forward 

• How do we offer members of the Fellowship a voice in this discussion – this is moving into the 
area of safeguarding – possibly at AGM? 

 
8. Insurance – the issue was discussed by two working parties, and their reports showed a remarkable 

harmony and convergence.  A concern to avoid using word ’recommend’ but rather ‘inform’.  Anne 
sees this as part of developing a Code of Practice since insurance is anissue for SDs to consider. 
ACTION: Chris to merge the reports into one document and create a draft statement to be agreed by 
Trustees and put in Policies section of Trust Documents -  

 
9. Safeguarding Training – ongoing 
 
10. Away day – for Trustees – ongoing 
 
11. Website for the Trust- ongoing 

 
12. Date of next meetings: 

• Tuesday 12th January – 4-6pm on Zoom 
• Thursday 3rd March – 2-4pm on Zoom 
• Date for Away Day tba 
• Date for AGM Saturday 9th April 2022 on Zoom 

 



 
Actions outstanding: 

• ACTION: Agenda Item - At a future meeting a topic to discuss may be how and who makes 
decisions. 

• ACTION – to appeal to all Fellowship members for volunteers - especially Secretary and 
Treasurer 

• ACTION - Chris is progressing the register of Ecumenical Fellowship members 
• ACTION – Agenda item to discuss which Trustees should be signatories, and who has internet 

access to monitor the account along with the Treasurer. 
• ACTION:safeguarding discussion to be continued 
• ACTION: Suggestions and Decisions on Away Day 
• ACTION: Website Chris will give Ann and Course team some ideas of what he would like, at 

least as an interim measure 
• ACTION – Policies needed for different aspects of the Trust’s work eg Risk Management, 

Vulnerable Beneficiaries, Conflicting Interests, Volunteer Management, Complaints/Problem 
Solving, Code of Practice for SDs, Code of Practice for matching SDs and enquirers, Insurance, 

• ACTION: List - To do further work on a Code of Practice for List Holder and Team - also Chris to 
discuss with Jo and Diane to map a way forward 

• ACTION:Insurance - Chris to merge the reports into one document and create a draft 
statement to be agreed by Trustees and put in Policies section of Trust Documents 
 
 
 
 

 


